Engine Capital LP
1345 Avenue of the Americas, 33rd Floor
New York, New York 10105
(212) 321-0048

Hawk Ridge Capital Management LP
12121 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900
Los Angeles, California 90025
(310) 593-7350
April 13, 2021

Independent Members of the Board
Adtalem Global Education Inc.
500 West Monroe, Suite 2800
Chicago, Illinois 60661
Attn: Board of Directors
Dear Independent Members of the Board:
As you know, Engine Capital LP (together with its affiliates, “Engine”) and Hawk Ridge Capital
Management LP (together with its affiliates, “Hawk Ridge,” and collectively with Engine, “we”)
are significant shareholders of Adtalem Global Education Inc. (“Adtalem” or the “Company”). We
are writing to you because we have recently received a highly incriminating document that that we
believe is crucial to your assessment of the Walden acquisition and in particular the deficiencies
of its Master of Science (MSN) in Nursing Practitioner (NP) program.
As we discussed in our February 1, 2021 letter (which we have included as an appendix to this
letter), we believe that, based on our extensive due diligence, many Walden’s nursing students are
not able to graduate the NP program because Walden fails to adequately help them fulfill their
clinical experience requirements. We believe that this is the focus of the U.S. Department of Justice
(the “DoJ”) investigation. Despite the numerous red flags that we have been able to uncover 1,
Adtalem’s management continues to play down these issues. For example, on the Company’s
second quarter earnings call on February 2, 2021 CEO Lisa Wardell stated “We are conducting a
thorough independent investigation and have hired independent legal advisers to do so. To date,
we have not found evidence that substantiates the allegations.”
This document (an email chain which we have included as an appendix) shows that (i) Walden
executives knew they were not fulfilling their obligations under CCNE rules as related to clinical
placements, (ii) this behavior was wrong and putting students in untenable situations, and finally
(iii) they could get in “great trouble” if word got out.
The email chain discusses a particular student’s difficulties in finding clinicals and the burdensome
process students must go through to obtain them. The email chain starts with a complaint from a
Walden student addressed to Dr. Linda Steele, the MSN Nurse Practitioner Program Director at
Walden. The student complains that she had a clinical site rejected by Walden and that she was
“give[n] 60 days to comply or take 1 for incomplete. She continues: “I have done nothing wrong
but am being penalized. I have been bounced for two days on the phone for hours at [a] time
without no resolution. No one [is] accepting any responsibility to resolve issue but keep[s]
Based on interviews with former Walden employees and industry participants and without having
Adtalem’s broad access into Walden’s operations.
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forwarding my name and circumstances in email[s] to another colleague who may [offer]
assistance. I have never been treated so badly by an organization who[se] business is helping
students become successful.” The email chain also includes Jennifer Stone, the MSN – NP
practicum coordinator as well as two professors who try to brainstorm a solution. The email chain
ends shortly after Linda Steele, who is in charge of the NP program, makes the following
incriminating statement, reminding everyone of the limited extent to which Walden is willing to
help its students:
“Great question and discussion. However we have to be very careful because we
are responsible for the placement of clinical students even though we do not
directly do it. If word got out of this to CCNE that students are responsible for
finding and booking everything we would be in great trouble.”
This is an incredible statement by the director of the program that is under DoJ investigation. It
confirms in writing what we have heard from multiple sources and raises several urgent concerns
that we believe you should explore:
1. Has the Company’s internal investigation found this incriminating document and when?
Assuming management was in possession of this document before the second quarter
earnings call, how can management states that “To date, we have not found evidence that
substantiates the allegations.”
2. Have the independent members of the Board seen and discussed this document? Did they
see this document before or after Ms. Wardell’s statement made during the Q2 earnings
call? If management has been in possession of this document but has not shared it with the
Board, what does that say about how transparent and impartial management (and
WilmerHale) is being with the internal investigation?
3. Was management or the Board in possession of this document when it launched the Walden
financing? Why not delay the financing until the completion of the internal investigation
and the DoJ investigation to obtain better terms 2?
We believe this document is a game changer. It is a written admission that Walden’s executives
were aware that its Master of Science in Nursing Practitioner program was not in compliance with
the CCNE guidelines and were trying to hide it. As a result, we believe that Walden is in violation
of its Program Participation Agreement where Walden warrants that it follows accreditor (CCNE)
guidelines with regards to its nursing program. This would represent a clear violation of the False
Shortly after the announcement of the Q2 results, and before the conclusion of the internal investigation
or the DoJ investigation, the Company launched the financing for the Walden acquisition, at terms that
were materially worse than the terms committed by the banks at the time of the signing of the Walden
acquisition. Interest rates at 5.5% for the Senior Secured Notes are materially higher than those provided in
the commitment letter from the banks. Certain terms such as restrictions around share buybacks were not
even contemplated in the commitment letter. These terms, that were approved by the Board, are hard to
understand in one of the most favorable lending environments in history. If the Board had simply waited
for the completion of these investigations, we believe the terms of the financing would have been
significantly more attractive.
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Claims Act and expose Walden’s owner to potentially hundreds of millions of dollars in liabilities
and a university with a questionable remaining value. The Board and management should know
this all too well given their experience with DeVry.
Even if the DoJ does not pursue an action or a prosecution against Walden, this email chain should
further highlight to the independent members of the Board that Walden is a declining asset propped
up by aggressive enrollment at its MSN NP program. Walden’s growth rate is based on accepting
more students in its MSN NP than it can practically graduate, which is obviously not sustainable.
Without this program, Walden would be just another shrinking for-profit university with poor
student outcomes and no growth prospects, worth a fraction of what Adtalem paid. Based on
AACN data, we believe enrollment at Walden’s MSN programs grew from 8,106 students in Fall
2013 to 13,040 students in Fall 2018. Over the same 5-year period, Walden’s enrollment excluding
its MSN programs declined 13%, hardly the growth business shareholders are supposed to be
acquiring. Even worse, the MSN NP program is the only growing program within the MSN school.
Based on AACN data, enrollment at Walden’s MSN programs excluding its NP program declined
over 41% from Fall 2013 to Fall 2018 (from 3,434 to 2,009 students). In other words, the only
program of significance that is growing at Walden is its MSN NP program. It is growing artificially
and unsustainably because Walden is ignoring the bottleneck that all MSN NP programs face with
growing enrollment (and not enough clinicals). Instead of limiting enrollment or expending the
resources to help fix the problem it is itself creating, Walden shifts this burden on the students, in
violation of the CCNE guidelines.
In light of this document and its implications, we believe the Board has the right to terminate
the Walden agreement immediately and without paying any termination fee to Laureate
Education. We believe the Board should immediately do so and pursue the 2022 Adtalem Plan
that we presented in our January 21, 2021 letter to the Board (also included as an appendix to this
letter).
We would also be remiss not to mention the continued turnover among Adtalem’s senior
management, something that should be a great concern to the Board, ahead of the very large
Walden acquisition. We understand that the President of Becker recently left. This follows a
number of departures in the Financial Services division, under the leadership of COO Stephen
Beard. CFO Mike Randolfi has now also announced his intention to leave the Company. It is quite
rare to see a CFO leave a company at this juncture, ahead of the largest acquisition in the
Company’s history.
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We have no doubt that management wants to do this deal at any cost but the independent directors
are here to represent the shareholders. We have spoken to a significant number of Adtalem’s
shareholders. None of them are excited by this transaction. Reactions range from total opposition
to significant concerns. The red flags are everywhere. We believe Walden is a time bomb and we
have now provided written evidence of that, evidence that could be used to get out of this
transaction. There is a better path for Adtalem - the 2022 Adtalem Plan – which would create
significant value with significantly less risk, without taking on a poor asset such as Walden and
dilute the exceptional assets that Adtalem currently owns. We would like to discuss these matters
with you and request a meeting with the independent members of the Board at your earliest
convenience so that our concerns can be heard directly from you without being filtered by a
management that has a vested personal interest in seeing this transaction proceed.

Very truly yours,

Arnaud Ajdler
Managing Partner
Engine Capital LP

David Brown
Portfolio Manager
Hawk Ridge Capital Management LP
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Appendix 1 - Email Chain

Appendix 2 - February Letter to the Board
Engine Capital LP
1345 Avenue of the Americas, 33rd Floor
New York, New York 10105
(212) 321-0048

Hawk Ridge Capital Management LP
12121 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900
Los Angeles, California 90025
(310) 593-7350
February 1, 2021

Adtalem Global Education Inc.
500 West Monroe, Suite 2800
Chicago, Illinois 60661
Attn: Board of Directors
Dear Members of the Board:
As you know, Engine Capital LP (together with its affiliates, “Engine”) and Hawk Ridge Capital
Management LP (together with its affiliates, “Hawk Ridge,” and collectively with Engine, “we”)
collectively own approximately 3.9% of the outstanding shares of Adtalem Global Education Inc.
(“Adtalem” or the “Company”). Since we first voiced our serious concerns to you regarding the subpar
status quo at Adtalem and the opportunities available to create substantial value, our continuing due
diligence has uncovered troubling information regarding Walden University (“Walden”). We have recently
attempted to privately communicate these concerns directly to the Board of Directors (the “Board”), but
were not able to. We are also concerned that the Company may raise financing for the Walden acquisition
prematurely given potential roadblocks to the deal outlined below.
We believe that it would be irresponsible for management and the Board to proceed with any
financing activities in relation to the Walden acquisition during the pendency of the U.S. Department of
Justice (the “DoJ”) investigation (the “DoJ Investigation”) into Walden University and its Master of Science
in Nursing program. As you are aware, the DoJ Investigation was publicly disclosed three days after the
Walden deal was announced1. We do not believe this is a coincidence; rather, we believe that the DoJ has
been looking at the situation prior to the Adtalem announcement but had to accelerate the public disclosure
with the intent of bringing the investigation to light both for the Higher Learning Commission (“HLC”) and
for Adtalem. Subsequent to the disclosure of the investigation, the HLC, whose regulatory approval is
required for this acquisition to close, put an “Under Governmental Investigation” designation on Walden
and disclosed that three additional federal government entities were involved in this investigation2. Under
this designation, the HLC explicitly states it does not normally permit change of control.3 Nevertheless,
despite such ongoing investigations, and in the face of uncertainty regarding whether the Walden
acquisition can be completed, we fear Adtalem may soon launch its efforts to secure financing for the deal.
We estimate the current investigations are likely to add many months to a process that Adtalem can’t control
or know the outcome of. If financing for the Walden acquisition is arranged now, it could end up costing
Adtalem as much as an incremental $81 million4 in interest payments before the Company even assumes
ownership of the asset and another $41 million5 in fees which may never have to be paid if the Walden
1

Laureate Proxy; deal announced 9/11/2020 and Walden received notification from DoJ on 9/14/2020
https://www.hlcommission.org/download/_PublicDisclosureNotices/Public%20Disclosure%20Notice%20%20Walden%20University%2011.9.20.pdf
3
This designation generally prohibits a “substantive change” for an institution. This includes change of control.
https://download.hlcommission.org/Designations_PRC.pdf
4
Assumes closing in 12 months and $81 million in incremental interest per Company’s 8K announcing the Walden
acquisition. https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/730464/000115752320001256/a52287598_ex991.htm
5
Assumes fees of 2% on $2.05 billion per Company’s presentation on the Walden acquisition.
https://s24.q4cdn.com/745190157/files/doc_downloads/2020/Adtalem-09112020-Investor-Presentation.pdf
2
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acquisition is not approved by the regulators. We believe that any decision by the Board to nevertheless
proceed with such costly financing in the face of uncertainty regarding the outcome of the DoJ Investigation
would be an egregious neglect of the Board’s fiduciary duties.
Based on our diligence, a DoJ investigation can be a death-knell to a for-profit university, regardless
of outcome, as the DoJ mostly takes on cases it knows it can win and the ensuing reputational issues can
be hard to recover from. The DoJ has been disconcertingly effective – according to our research, most forprofit educational institutions that have been publicly targeted by the DoJ are either no longer in existence
or have been severely impaired. Out of twenty-six for-profit universities investigated by the DoJ (that we
could find), almost three-quarters faced stiff sanctions or penalties, and over half were closed or sold
through fire sales, including DeVry University which was sold for $16. Based on our own extensive
investigation into Walden and its College of Nursing (which we discuss below), we believe that there could
be a strong case against Walden. We see no reason why Walden would be in the minority that escape
unscathed.
The DoJ Investigation into Walden is focused on potential violations of the False Claims Act in
Walden’s Master of Science in Nursing program. Essentially, this is a claim that Walden potentially
defrauded the government out of Title IV funds by not abiding by its Program Participation Agreement
with the Department of Education, amongst other allegations7. We believe this investigation centers around
allegations that many of Walden’s nursing students are not able to graduate because the institution has
failed to adequately help them fulfill their clinical experience requirements8.
Walden’s Nurse Practitioner (“NP”) program accreditor, the Commission of Collegiate Nursing
Education (“CCNE”), requires students to complete extensive “supervised direct patient care clinical hours”
– at minimum 500 hours if not substantially more. These clinicals are not only required to graduate, but
also very difficult for students to arrange on their own. It is therefore standard practice among nearly all
other healthcare-practitioner degree programs (e.g., most MD, DO, PA, RN programs) to pre-arrange those
clinicals on behalf of the students. The CCNE historically did not hold NP programs responsible for
providing clinicals for students. Without the help of their academic institutions, students can spend weeks
cold calling potentially hundreds of practitioners to try to find a site and a preceptor (a clinical supervisor),
sometimes having to spend many thousands of dollars for the preceptors or for expensive preceptor
matching services. 9 Worse, those drastic measures still do not necessarily guarantee that a student will be
able to fulfill their clinical requirements. Years of outrage in the nursing community culminated in the
Sawyer Initiative to help solve these issues. This initiative was in fact spearheaded by an ex-Walden student,
who had to transfer out of Walden and required six years in order to become an NP, due to her inability to
find clinicals at Walden10. The Sawyer Initiative successfully helped drive the CCNE to finally change its
requirements around clinicals in January 2019, making the academic institutions ultimately responsible for

6

Analysis from historical review of DoJ cases, details available upon request
Other allegations include falsely advertising the content & cost of its Nursing programs
8
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/730464/000155837020012896/atge-20200930x10q.htm - p. 8
9
Grievances on programs where clinicals are set up like Walden:
https://www.reddit.com/r/nursepractitioner/comments/b6s675/finding_your_own_preceptors/;
https://allnurses.com/finding-preceptors-t697969/
10
https://medium.com/authority-magazine/shea-sawyer-shares-the-full-story-behind-the-sawyer-initiative686d949f9dd6
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providing these clinical experiences11,12. We believe that the provision of supervised clinical experience is
now required under Walden’s Program Participation Agreement with the government, which allows
Walden to receive Title IV funding.
Our diligence indicates that Walden students today are still largely left to fend for themselves when
it comes to finding clinical supervisors13, with the predictable result that many do not graduate on time, or
at all. This helps explain Walden’s low graduation rates compared to its peers, and its poor reputation in
the industry for enrolling too many students, many of whom have no practical pathway to graduation. These
findings have been confirmed to us by multiple industry executives and senior administrators at other
nursing schools, including one former Walden employee. There is also ample evidence of these issues
available online, including clinical sites not being willing to accept Walden students for clinicals due to
these issues14. We have also been made aware that the associate dean of the school of nursing has left
Walden, allegedly related to transgressions that have led to the investigation. This departure happened
several months ago, which calls into question what Laureate knew about this investigation as it was trying
to sell Walden.
Under the False Claims Act, violators are liable for treble damages, i.e. three times the actual
damages sustained. For context, Walden received $445 million in Title IV funding during the 2017/2018
academic year alone and could thus be required to pay back three times the funding received in affected
programs15. Furthermore, Walden graduates currently have approximately $9.8 billion in outstanding
student debt, most of which is tied to federal aid16. We believe that Walden could be assessed up to billions
of dollars in penalties if the recently announced investigations lead to actual charges, a result that would
also likely trigger expensive class-action lawsuits (something Walden has faced before). We are concerned
that Adtalem has not adequately considered the risk that Walden is not merely an inferior asset, but
potentially a completely worthless one, and that the Board – which does not include a single director with
experience in the for-profit education space – is not equipped to capably assess the potential damage that
the Walden acquisition could cause to the Company if completed.
It is important to note that our diligence also indicates that Chamberlain by comparison is viewed
as the “Cadillac” of support for finding clinicals for students. Placing students has been a particular strength
of Chamberlain. Chamberlain’s online NP program offers students preceptor matching service with a 100%
success rate that they will get a clinical slot and preceptor.17 Chamberlain touts its clinical partnerships with
healthcare facilities that underpin its programs.18 We wonder what Walden’s financials would look like if
it provided the same level of service instead of forcing students to find their own, which potentially costs

11

https://www.aacnnursing.org/portals/42/CCNE/PDF/summary-major-revisions-to-2018-standards.pdf
“Please note, this key element does not prohibit programs from allowing students to play an active role in
identifying clinical practice experiences, but if a student is unable to find an appropriate clinical practice experience,
the program is ultimately responsible for providing this.”
12
https://web.archive.org/web/20190630153422/http://sawyerinitiative.com/news-and-development/we-did-it/
13
Walden materials illustrating their lack of resources and not assuming responsibility for students finding clinicals:
https://academicguides.waldenu.edu/ld.php?content_id=45260984 – p. 32-33;
https://academicanswers.waldenu.edu/faq/73266
14
A small sampling of grievances against Walden regarding its handling of clinicals:
https://www.facebook.com/2161325054104691/posts/walden-university-continues-to-be-evasive-with-the-ccneguidelines-which-clearly/2353931298177398/; https://www.gradreports.com/colleges/waldenuniversity/masters/nursing?page=2
15
https://studentaid.gov/data-center/school/proprietary
16
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Chart_LooneyYannelis_StudentLoanDefaults.png
17
https://www.chamberlain.edu/blog/8-graduates-share-advice-on-how-to-find-a-fnp-practicum-site
18
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/730464/000155837020010728/atge-20200630x10k.htm - p. 8
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students extra thousands of dollars from their own pockets on preceptors or third-party matching services
such as NPHub, PreceptorLink, and ClinicalMatchMe.
In light of the above, we would urge the Company to refrain from launching financing at this
juncture when there is so much uncertainty and doubt as to whether the Walden deal will even proceed. In
the “best” case, this transaction won’t be completed for many months. In the “worst” case, this transaction
won’t be completed at all. Instead, Adtalem should redouble its efforts on its own Walden investigation to
ensure there are no surprises post-closing. We strongly believe this investigation should be run by a special
committee of the Board and an independent law firm that has not been involved in the Walden deal. We
also request that management elaborate on tomorrow’s earnings call on the status of Adtalem’s own
investigation into the Walden situation, including who is conducting it, whether it is independent from that
of Walden or its parent Laureate Education Inc., and what issues it is focused on. We would be happy to
share more specific research or talk to any interested party, including Board members, investigators, and
shareholders.
Meanwhile, in addition to these new troubling findings about the government’s investigations into
Walden, we would be remiss not to repeat our general concern regarding the subpar quality of Walden as
an asset. Adtalem’s justification for the Walden acquisition focuses squarely on the programs offered at the
institution, not the student outcomes. We would argue the quality of a university is not determined by the
programs its offers, but by its success educating students and preparing them for a career in their chosen
field. Walden’s undergraduate graduation rates are significantly worse than its peers19 and abjectly
disturbing. A mere 21% of students who enroll graduate from Walden. In fact, Walden’s graduation rate is
even worse than DeVry’s. While we would be interested in seeing standalone figures for the graduate
programs, we do not believe that Walden makes this information publicly available and have not been able
to find government collected data.

19

Peers include the 4 private for-profit institutions with the largest nursing programs
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Furthermore, we continue to believe that Adtalem is misleading its shareholders when it attempts
to justify the Walden acquisition by pointing to the share of revenue that comes from Walden’s “good
programs”. In our view, “good programs” comprise nowhere near the approximately 77% that the Company
asserts. Rather, it seems this number is probably closer to 40%, and even within this 40%, Walden seems
to not deliver on the clinical aspects that make nursing programs higher barrier to entry to begin with.

Ultimately, online education is increasingly becoming more commoditized due to the low barriers
to entry from competitors in a market that is already heavily saturated. This is in part why we believe
Walden’s revenues have declined at a 5-year CAGR of –0.9%, compared with 7.1% CAGR for
Chamberlain.
Walden University

Revenue
Growth

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

CAGR

$618.0
2.3%

$618.0
0.0%

$618.0
0.0%

NA
NA

NA
NA

$591.3
NA

(0.9%)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

CAGR

$363.1
27.2%

$437.5
20.5%

$461.6
5.5%

$472.8
2.4%

$487.4
3.1%

$511.7
5.0%

7.1%

Chamberlain University

Revenue
Growth

While the deal looks good and accretive on paper, the Board needs to realize that it is an illusion
based on cheap financing, aggressive synergies assumptions20, and questionable go-forward prospects for
20

Adtalem assumes $60 million in run-rate synergies for Walden which has a cost structure of $420.3 million
implying synergies of 14.3% of the target’s cost structure. Two recent transactions in the for-profit space imply that
these synergy targets are overly aggressive and unlikely to be achieved. For reference, American Public Education
(Nasdaq: APEI) acquired Rasmussen University and assumes run-rate synergy targets of 4.6% of the target’s costs
structure. Also, Strayer Education (Nasdaq: STRA) acquired Capella Education and assumed run-rate synergies of
$50 million. Since Capella Education was a public company, we assumed that this $50 million in synergies included
around $15 million in public company executives (e.g., CEO, CFO, general counsel) and public company costs.
Walden doesn’t have these costs. If we exclude these expenses, the comparable synergy target is 10% of the target’s
cost structure. The mid-point of these 2 synergy targets is 7.3%, implying a run-rate synergy target of $31 million
for the Walden acquisition or roughly half of the announced synergy target
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Walden in light of the DoJ investigation. The reality, in our opinion which is based on extensive due
diligence efforts, is that Adtalem is overpaying for an inferior and potentially toxic asset, much like the
ones the Company has tried so hard to divest. We are deeply concerned by the DoJ Investigation and where
it may be headed. At a minimum, we believe that any efforts to secure the financing for the Walden
transaction at this time would be a costly, logic-defying breach of the Board’s fiduciary duties to Adtalem’s
shareholders. The Company needs to wait for the DoJ Investigation to be completed, and then assess what,
if any, value remains in Walden.
Again, our preference would have been to discuss this matter with you privately, but your refusal
to engage with us has left us no choice but to air these concerns publicly for the benefit of all stakeholders.
Very truly yours,

Arnaud Ajdler
Managing Partner
Engine Capital LP

David Brown
Portfolio Manager
Hawk Ridge Capital Management LP
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Appendix 3- January Letter to the Board
Engine Capital LP
1345 Avenue of the Americas, 33rd Floor
New York, New York 10105
(212) 321-0048

Hawk Ridge Partners LP
1212 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900
Los Angeles, California 90025
(310) 594-7350

January 21, 2021
Adtalem Global Education Inc.
500 West Monroe, Suite 2800
Chicago, Illinois 60661
Attn: Board of Directors
Dear Members of the Board:
Engine Capital LP (together with its affiliates, “Engine”) and Hawk Ridge Partners LP (together
with its affiliates, “Hawk Ridge,” and collectively with Engine, “we”) own approximately 3.9%
of the outstanding shares of Adtalem Global Education Inc. (“Adtalem,” “ATGE,” or the
“Company”). We invested in Adtalem because of its robust portfolio of healthcare education
assets and the extremely favorable market environment within which it operates. Despite the
tremendous opportunity at the Company, we have serious concerns about the ability of the Board
of Directors (the “Board”) and management team to realize the Company’s true potential,
allocate capital appropriately, and capitalize on its growth prospects. We are writing this letter
as a follow up to Engine’s previous letter to the Board, dated December 30, 2020 and included in
the appendix, to outline a series of actions (the “2022 Adtalem Plan”) readily within the control
of senior management and the Board to create stockholder value, as we summarized at the close
of this letter. Time is of the essence given the Board’s intent to “de-worsify” the Company with
the value destructive Walden transaction and its unwillingness to engage in a meaningful
conversation on the merits of this transaction.
For context, Engine is a value-oriented special situations fund launched in 2013 with $300
million in assets under management (“AUM”) that invests both actively and passively in
companies undergoing change. Hawk Ridge is an investment firm founded in 2005 with a focus
on investing in high quality, mis-understood small cap equities with $2 billion in AUM.
Adtalem’s stock has materially underperformed1 its self-selected peers2 over a number of
different time periods, including the period since Lisa W. Wardell’s appointment as Chief
Executive Officer of the Company in May 2016; the period since the announcement of the
disposition of DeVry University in December 2017; and over the last three years. As shown in
the table below, ATGE has been a chronic underperformer. This is particularly troubling since
Total stockholder return calculated using ATGE closing price of $36.90 per share on January 15, 2021.
Refers to the Company’s New Peer Group as defined in ATGE’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) on August 18, 2020.

1
2

1

we believe Adtalem has some of the best assets and growth prospects in the education space and
should therefore be outperforming its peers.

Date
May-16
Dec-17
Jan-18

ATGE Total Stockholder Return vs. Proxy Peers
Event
ATGE
Peers
Relative Performance
Lisa Wardell CEO
85.6%
107.7%
(22.1%)
DeVry disposition
(9.0%)
2.5%
(11.5%)
Last 3 years
(20.3%)
1.3%
(21.6%)

We believe there are a number of reasons for disappointing investor returns at Adtalem,
including (A) subpar operational performance in an otherwise favorable business climate,
(B) poor capital allocation practices, (C) the need for operational reorganization and
personnel rightsizing, (D) the unnecessary conglomerate structure, and lastly, (E) a lack of
operational and industry experience among members of the Board and management, which
in our opinion may be a contributing factor to each of the aforementioned issues.
A. Subpar Operational Performance
Persistent underperformance at the medical schools, and in particular, at Ross University’s
School of Medicine (“Ross Med”). The Company has failed to take advantage of historic
tailwinds supporting its healthcare education businesses. Adtalem operates four for-profit
healthcare education companies that are responsible for graduating and placing thousands of
nurses and hundreds of doctors and veterinarians in the United States each year, with placement
rates and licensure test scores that meet or exceed industry averages, depending on the program.
The coronavirus pandemic has further exacerbated traditional non-profit schools’ ability to meet
the rising need for medical training. Applications for medical school are growing 18% for the
upcoming 2021 academic year3 and anecdotal evidence suggests the growth in nursing school
applications is even greater. Despite the historically positive backdrop for medical schools, Ross
Med and to a lesser extent American University of the Caribbean School of Medicine (“AUC”),
two of Adtalem’s core assets, have continued to struggle. While management and the Board have
been preoccupied with the acquisition of unrelated financial services businesses and Walden, St.
George’s University (“SGU”) has displaced Ross Med as the medical school of choice in the
Caribbean, following a private equity firm’s purchase of SGU for a low-teens EBITDA multiple
in 2014. Furthermore, osteopathy schools have seen significant growth and are increasingly
challenging the value proposition of Caribbean medical schools as an alternative to U.S. medical
schools, a threat that Adtalem has not taken seriously enough.
Despite substantial increases in marketing and a brand-new campus in Barbados, Ross Med’s
enrollment remains at depressed levels. We estimate enrollment at Ross Med as of September
was down around 700 students, or over 15% since its peak in 2014. We believe these enrollment
challenges at Ross Med are related to its eroding student value proposition and the school’s
inability to attract quality students. Anecdotal evidence suggests that 41% of the students who

The Association of American Medical Colleges, Enrollment Up at U.S. Medical Schools (Dec. 16, 2020),
https://www.aamc.org/news-insights/press-releases/enrollment-us-medical-schools.
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enroll at Ross Med do not graduate, with attrition rates nearly double that of SGU.4
Furthermore, those that do graduate take longer.5 We estimate there is a $35 million plus
EBITDA opportunity by returning enrollment to the prior peak level. Given the significant
increase in medical school applications in 2021, we expect this business to finally inflect in the
coming quarters. However, we attribute these expected improvements to a “rising tide lifts all
boats” versus any operational improvements within management’s control.
Underperformance of Financial Services. Despite owning a collection of high quality, growing
certification assets, EBITDA in this segment has only grown $5 million since FY16 despite the
Company spending over $450 million on acquisitions over that time frame. Becker & ACAMS,
the two primary businesses in this segment, are the dominant players in attractive industries –
Becker is the 800-pound gorilla in the CPA test preparation market, and ACAMS operates in the
rapidly growing anti-money laundering certification market. Since FY16 when Ms. Wardell was
appointed CEO, we estimate Becker has seen its revenue decline from $103 million to less than
$90 million. We believe EBITDA has fallen by half as the Company’s investments in continuing
education and non-CPA verticals have failed to take off yet have burdened the business with
additional cost. While ACAMS has grown, it has undershot Adtalem’s forecasts of 20%
compounded revenue growth. Even before the coronavirus pandemic, membership trends had
decelerated to low-teens growth versus the mid-forties growth at the time of acquisition.
We are also very concerned by the significant management turnover at the division. For example,
ACAMS’ leadership has been a revolving door with three presidents in as many years (Tim
McClinton until April 2019, Rohit Sharma until June 2020, and Scott Liles since November
2020). We also note the departure of Mehul Patel, who served as the head of the financial
services division from August 2017 until February 2020, when he was replaced with Stephen W.
Beard, the current Chief Operating Officer of Adtalem. Despite the recent underperformance,
we believe issues at both Becker and ACAMS are fixable and that these assets are severely
undervalued by the market’s current valuation of the Company.
B. Poor Capital Allocation
Walden Acquisition. We were severely disappointed with the Board’s decision to acquire
Walden, a move that has destroyed value for stockholders. Walden, a substantially inferior asset
to the Company’s own schools as measured by cohort default rates and gainful employment
measures,6 was purchased at an unjustifiable price. The Laureate Education Inc. consent
statement7 provides a summary of the head-scratching process. As the probability of a change in
administration increased, potentially creating a less favorable regulatory environment for the forprofit-education industry, Adtalem upped its offer for Walden multiple times starting at $1.2
TheMDJourney, The Ultimate Guide to Caribbean Medical Universities, https://themdjourney.com/ultimate-guideto-caribbean-medical-universities.
5
School profiles at Studentaid.gov show a 77% on time grad rate for SGU vs. 55.6% for Ross Med.
6
Walden’s three-year cohort default rate was 6.8% in 2017, according to U.S. Department of Education data, with
around 40% of its students graduating with a nursing degree. Assuming the default rates of those Walden nursing
graduates are similar to the default rates of Chamberlain graduates (around 3.5%), this implies the cohort default
rates for the non-nursing programs are materially worse, which is likely to increase regulatory risk. By comparison
the average cohort default rate across Adtalem’s four schools is below 2%.
7
As filed with the SEC on Form DEFM14C on November 20, 2020.
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billion in January and eventually “winning” the auction at $1.48 billion in September. Ironically,
the process could hardly be described an auction. Adtalem spent the better part of its time
bidding against itself as the only other bidder, Strategic Education, Inc., dropped out of the
process months earlier in February 2020, after bidding $1.15 billion in February 2020. Adtalem
therefore paid nearly 29% more than the next highest bidder was willing to pay before
withdrawing from the process. To add insult to injury, Adtalem is taking on a substantial amount
of debt to complete the acquisition and paid a multiple of 8.4x LTM EBITDA, well in excess of
its own depressed trading multiple of 6.5x LTM EBITDA and 6.0x 2021 EBITDA.8
Adtalem asserts that 77% of Walden’s revenues is derived from Health & Behavioral Sciences
degrees,9 as a way to highlight the quality of the asset and justify its acquisition. We believe this
number is misleading as only a subsection of these programs offers the compelling student value
proposition and outcomes offered by nursing degrees. Nursing degrees are unique relative to
other degrees because of the significant nursing shortages that ensure strong employment
prospects upon graduation. BSN and master degrees in nursing come with better career
prospects, higher earnings, better patient outcomes and higher reimbursement rates for the
hospital providers. The following table shows the number of 2018-2019 Walden graduates per
program10.
Programs

# de gre e s 2018-2019

Pe rce ntage

Nursing

4,832

36.1%

Education

2,461

18.4%

Business, Management & Marketing

1709

12.8%

Health Professions (ex Nursing)

1,537

11.5%

Public Administration and Social Service Professions

1,192

8.9%

Psychology

1,169

8.7%

Computer and Information Sciences and Support Services

169

1.3%

Homeland Security, Law Enforcement & Firefighting

159

1.2%

Communication & Journalism

87

0.7%

Family and Consumer Sciences/Human Sciences

43

0.3%

Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies

11

0.1%

Social Sciences
T otal

1

0.0%

13,370

100%

Only 36% of Walden graduates fall into the attractive nursing category. The balance includes
Education (18.4%), Business (12.8%), other Health Professions11 (11.5%), and Psychology
(8.7%). We believe that to get to its 77% number, Adtalem includes programs such as
psychology, criminal justice, human services, social work, public policy, counseling, and health

Stated ATGE multiples are pre-announcement of the Walden transaction.
Acquisition of Walden University Presentation:
https://s24.q4cdn.com/745190157/files/doc_downloads/2020/Adtalem-09112020-Investor-Presentation.pdf
10
Analyses derived from 2018-2019 data from National Center for Education Statistics
https://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/?q=Walden+university&s=all&id=125231#programs
11
Health Professions include degrees in health care administration, mental health counseling, and public health.
8
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care administration.12 Our diligence suggests these degrees have inferior value propositions
compared to nursing degrees, as evidenced by their high three-year cohort default rate as
discussed in footnote 6. By comparison, 99% of Chamberlain students graduate from four high
value, high barrier to entry nursing programs.
Three days after announcing the transaction, Walden was notified that the U.S. Department of
Justice (“DoJ”) had started an investigation into potential violations of the False Claims Act in
Walden’s Master of Science in Nursing program, which we estimate represents ~27% of all of
Walden’s graduates and ~75% of its nursing graduates13. This should not have come as a surprise
given past lawsuits and allegations towards Walden,14 raising questions on the quality and depth
of the due diligence performed by Adtalem’s management and Board. Based on conversations
with former DoJ officials and members of the Higher Learning Commission, we believe there
are substantial reputational and financial risks associated with this investigation and the closing
of this transaction. Management and the Board’s failure to address these issues during due
diligence, continued defense of this transaction in private conversations, and failure to admit it
was anything more than a mistake represents an additional missed opportunity to potentially
change course. At this point, it is the Board’s fiduciary duty to thoroughly investigate these
potential violations. Given the potential conflicts, this investigation should be conducted by a
special committee of the Board under the guidance of a law firm that was not involved in the
initial due diligence of Walden.
Share Repurchase. Management and the Board proudly talk about Adtalem’s significant share
repurchase program. Unfortunately, the largest component of that repurchase was done in FY
2019 when the Company repurchased $252 million of its shares at ~$48 per share. Since FY
2017, the Company has repurchased $572.3 million of its shares at an average price in excess of
$41 per share. Given the current share price, Adtalem is “underwater” and this large share
repurchase has not added value to stockholders at this time despite the strength of broader market
returns over the same period.
C. Need for Operational Reorganization and Personnel Rightsizing
Our discussions with former employees and industry experts point to a bloated cost structure
with too many layers of management and redundant functions between the corporate office and
the Company’s separate divisions. These issues have created an organization that repeatedly
underperforms operationally with more expenses than necessary, despite possessing underlying
business with attractive growth prospects and strong barriers to entry. Examples include:

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences includes the School of Counseling, School of Human Services, School
of Psychology, School of Public Policy and Administration, School of Criminal Justice, and the Barbara Solomon
School of Social Work. See https://www.waldenu.edu/college-of-social-and-behavioral-sciences.
13
https://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/?q=Walden+university&s=all&id=125231#programs
14
NBC News, Student Sues Walden University (Dec. 2, 2016), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/studentsues-walden-university-i-wasted-six-years-my-life-n690706; see also Top Class Actions, Walden University Class
Action Alleges Bait & Switch Tactics (Oct. 10, 2016), https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuitnews/346542-walden-university-class-action-alleges-bait-switch-tactics.
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• Marketing. We understand that Adtalem spends around $20 million in marketing at the
corporate level, including $2–3 million to promote the Adtalem brand alone. We
seriously question the rationale behind spending any money to promote the brand of a
holding company that has no customer-facing operations. In addition, we believe that
most marketing functions should be reassigned to the divisions and report to the division
leaders, thereby (i) eliminating the need for a chief marketing officer at the corporate
level, (ii) simplifying operations by eliminating redundancies between corporate and
divisions, and (iii) increasing the cost-effectiveness of the marketing function, of which
currently more than 75 employees belong. We believe a majority of that $20 million
expense could be eliminated.
• Personnel Reduction. Mr. Beard oversees corporate development, strategy, government
and regulatory affairs, communications and civic engagement activities. We understand
that this group represents more than 55 full-time employees and question whether this
number of personnel dedicated solely to these functions is necessary (e.g., 6-7 highly
compensated individuals in a strategy and corporate development function).
• Medical School Consolidation. Ross Med and AUC have margins significantly below
peers, which we believe is due to a combination of poor marketing effectiveness and a
redundant cost structure. For example, the back office (including the marketing,
information technology, human resources, and finance functions) of these two schools
are completely separate yet located one mile apart in Florida. We suggest combining the
back office and business leadership of both schools to save money and improve
cooperation between the schools. This discussion of consolidation also raises the
question of rebranding AUC under the name Ross Med at St. Maarten, potentially
allowing the combined entity to better compete with St. George’s University.
D. Unnecessary Conglomerate Structure
Adtalem suffers from a conglomerate discount as it combines assets with different financial
characteristics, risks and valuations. In such situations, investors are often unwilling to value a
company based on a sum-of-the-parts analysis and will instead discount the value of the different
assets. Adtalem trades for 6.0x EBITDA, a multiple similar to other for-profit education
companies despite its ownership of Becker, OnCourse Learning (acquired for ~13x EBITDA),
ACAMS (acquired for ~8x revenue), Ross Med and AUC (private equity firm paid low-teens
multiple for SGU) that are worth significantly higher multiples. The potential acquisition of
Walden further compounds the issue by adding substantial traditional for-profit exposure which
will make it harder for the Company to position itself as the truly differentiated portfolio of
healthcare education assets that it is, deserving a premium well in excess of its traditional forprofit education peers.
E. Lack of Operational and Industry Experience among Senior Management and the
Board
We believe a lack of relevant operating and industry experience among senior management and
members of the Board has contributed to the failure to either identify or tackle the
6

aforementioned issues. In fact, not a single Board member has experience in for-profit
education, a stunning data point on its own. In particular, we note that:
•

Ms. Wardell, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Company, has a private
equity background at RLJ Financial, Inc. (“RLJ Financial”) and very limited operating
experience until her appointment as Chief Executive Officer of Adtalem in May 2016.

•

Mr. Beard, Adtalem’s Chief Operating Officer since January 2019, is a lawyer by training
and previously served as the Company’s General Counsel. Despite his lack of operating
experience, Mr. Beard is in charge of the underperforming financial services division as
well as a host of other functions like corporate development, strategy, government and
regulatory affairs, communications, and civic engagement activities.

•

Kathy Boden Holland, Group President of Adtalem Health, overseas a collection of the
largest healthcare education businesses in the country, including Chamberlain University,
Ross Med, Ross University School of Veterinary Medicine, and AUC. Before being
appointed to this role in 2018, Ms. Holland had no experience in for-profit education (she
was executive vice president, bank products at Elevate Credit, a tech-enabled provider of
online credit solutions for non-prime consumers) and was a colleague of Ms. Wardell’s at
RLJ Financial.

Given the regulated and complex nature of the industry, we think the lack of operating and
industry experience among leadership and the Board raises legitimate questions about the quality
of its decision-making with respect to the Walden acquisition, which no industry participant we
have spoken with found compelling, to say the least. In addition, we are also concerned by the
lack of “skin in the game” demonstrated by the Company’s independent directors, who we found
have not purchased any shares of the Company on the open market since joining the Board.
The 2022 Adtalem Plan
Despite the foregoing issues, we believe there is tremendous value in Adtalem that is waiting to
be unlocked with the right strategy and leadership in place. The Company is now at a critical
juncture given the Walden transaction and the upcoming likely inflection in Chamberlain and the
medical school businesses. Adtalem’s core mission of healthcare education has never been more
important and what is needed today is extreme focus on the core business and operational
excellence to take advantage of the opportunities that exist, including addressing the urgent
shortage of qualified medical personnel that Adtalem can help address. The list of concrete
actions below summarizes the key tenets of what we refer to as the 2022 Adtalem Plan, which
we look forward to discussing with you in more detail:
1. Aggressively investigate the false claims allegations raised by the DoJ and explore all
possible options for terminating the Walden transaction. This investigation should be
conducted by a special committee of the Board under the guidance of a law firm that was
not involved in the initial due diligence of Walden.
2. Place people with significant operational and industry experience in charge of decision
making.
7

3. Separate the Chairman and CEO roles to assure proper oversight and add Board members
with for-profit education experience.
4. Eliminate Adtalem’s holding company structure and conglomerate discount by divesting
the financial services division, thereby reducing the need for multiple layers of
management. In doing so, Adtalem would become a focused, pure-play healthcare
education company.
5. Further eliminate corporate overhead and redundancies by reassigning certain corporate
functions (such as marketing and IT) to the divisions and aggressively reducing costs
throughout the organization through personnel reduction and consolidation (e.g., Ross
and AUC’s business functions).
If the Board executes on the aforementioned initiatives, we believe there is substantial upside to
be unlocked. The following table highlights the sum-of-the-parts opportunity.

EBITDA Multiple
Low

Mid

High

Low

Mid

High

$135.0
105.0
50.0
85.5
85.5
48.0
(30.0)
37.5
$516.5

8.0x
10.0x
11.0x
7.0x
5.0x
6.0x
7.8x
7.8x

8.5x
11.5x
13.0x
7.5x
5.5x
6.5x
8.7x
8.7x

9.0x
13.0x
15.0x
8.0x
6.0x
7.0x
9.6x
9.6x

$1,080.0
1,050.0
550.0
598.5
427.5
288.0
(235.4)
294.3
$4,052.9
7.8x

$1,147.5
1,207.5
650.0
641.3
470.3
312.0
(261.0)
326.3
$4,493.8
8.7x

$1,215.0
1,365.0
750.0
684.0
513.0
336.0
(286.6)
358.3
$4,934.7
9.6x

Chamberlain
Medical & Vet Schools
Financial Services
Walden - Nursing
Walden - Excluding Nursing
Walden Synergies
Home / Office
Cost Savings (Ex: Walden)
Total EBITDA
Consolidated EV/ EBITDA
Free Cash Flow (Excluding Walden & Cost Savings)
2021 FCF
2022 FCF

Total Enterprise Value
Plus: FCF (2021E & 2022E)
Less: Net Debt
Equity Value
Shares Outstanding
Price per share
Current price per share
Upside

Enterprise Value

EBITDA (2022E)

$125.0
$130.0
Low

Mid

High

$4,052.9
255.0
(1,300.0)
3,007.9
52.1
$57.74
$36.90
56.5%

$4,493.8
255.0
(1,300.0)
3,448.8
52.1
$66.21
$36.90
79.4%

$4,934.7
255.0
(1,300.0)
3,889.7
52.1
$74.67
$36.90
102.4%

Notes:
(1) Medical & Vet Schools EBITDA does not assume any operational improvement; assumes medical schools still operating below enrollment capacity
(2) SGU & AUC transaction multiples are in the teens
(3) ACAMS acquired at 8.3x sales, OnCourse Learning acquired at 13x EBITDA
(4) Assumes Walden Nursing represents ~50% of LTM EBITDA; discounted valuation relative to Chamberlain since Walden Nursing program is online only
(5) Apply 20% hair cut to management's $60M run-rate synergy estimates
(6) Assumes ~25% of ~$150M of corporate overhead is eliminated
(7) Free cash flow excludes any incremental cash flow from Walden, also assumes no operational improvements or cost savings
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We appreciate the dialogue with management and the Board to date and look forward to
continuing the discussion. We take our investment in the Company and the Board’s stewardship
of stockholders’ capital very seriously and look forward to working with you collaboratively to
ensure that value is created for all stakeholders. However, we reserve our rights to take whatever
actions in the future we believe may be required to protect the best interests of stockholders.
Very truly yours,

Arnaud Ajdler
Managing Partner
Engine Capital LP

David Brown
Portfolio Manager
Hawk Ridge Capital Management
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